Haptic Gesture Analysis and Recognition
Abstract—Haptic perception properties is achieved by the
execution of specific exploratory procedures “Eps”. An “EP” is
a stereotyped movement pattern which is dictated by the object
properties that the haptic system chooses to process, both
perceptually and cognitively. The aim of the present work is to
devise an automatic manual testing procedure able to extract
tactile information effectively. Our system has been conceived to
recognize the texture and the hardness of an object through the
video analysis of hand actions. Two objects properties have
been tested: texture and consistency. For each property, two
modalities were proposed. The texture of the object being
explored could either be smooth or granular. Its consistency
could either be hard or soft. In this paper, we propose an
automatic approach for hand gesture analysis and recognition
for understanding human action and manipulation. To enhance
robustness, each hand sequence is characterized globally by a
volume which is characterized by its 3D geometrical moments.
Neural networks are then used using distance between vectors
of features. We tested the proposed approach with different
hand gestures and results showed that our method is effective,
achieving a high recognition rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

K

latzky and Lederman [1] give many evidence that in

adults, haptic perception properties is achieved by the
execution of specific exploratory procedures “Eps”. An “EP”
is a stereotyped movement pattern which is dictated by the
object properties that the haptic system chooses to process,
both perceptually and cognitively. Klatzky and Lederman [1]
described six basic exploratory properties. Lateral motion is
an EP aimed at perceiving the texture of an object. It is
achieved by rubbing the fingers across a surface. Pressure is
an EP associated with the hardness of an object. By pressing
down on an object, we gain information about object
hardness. This pressure is a force applied on the object while
the object is stabilized. Static contact is an EP associated
with object temperature. It corresponds to a contact in one
spot by a large skin surface without effort to mold to
contours. Unsupported holding, that is holding an object out
away from a support, is an EP associated with object weight.
Enclosure is defined wrapping the hand around an object and
provides information about its global shape and volume.
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Contour following is an EP defined as moving the fingers
about the perimeter of an object and provides information
about the exact shape of an object. The identification of
these exploratory procedures is necessary to design robots
but also, for human beings, to interact with machine.
Vision based hand gesture recognition methods are
generally categorized in two groups: feature based [2] and
appearance based methods [3]. In feature based methods,
initially, we need to extract model or features from images.
In appearance based methods, images can be used directly
for hand gesture recognition.
Several methods have used motion history images as
temporal templates for gesture recognition [4]. Appropriate
features are extracted from this image and different methods
are used for classification such as Neural Network [5] and
Hidden Markov Model [6].
The aim of the present work is to devise an automatic
manual testing procedure able to extract tactile information
effectively. Our system has been conceived to recognize the
texture and the hardness of an object through the video
analysis of hand actions.
Our work, based on the seminal description of Lederman
and Klatzky [1], is aimed at answering to the following
question: what are the hands doing: what the action they are
exerted is aimed at?
Two objects properties have been tested: texture and
consistency. For each property, two modalities were
proposed. The texture of the object being explored could
either be smooth or granular. Its consistency could either be
hard or soft. Consequently, EPs extracted by our system
were:
Lateral motion: For the smooth object, lateral motion
corresponds to a continuous rubbing of the hand all over the
object surface. For the granular object, lateral motion
corresponds to low amplitude movements of one or more
fingers scratching the surface in a left-right or up-down
direction.
Pressure: For the soft object, the torque exerted on the
object induces that the fingers gets closer some of the others.
For the hard object, the torque exerted on the object did not
lead to any change in the distance between fingers.
We would like to build a system which is able to
recognize the action or the behavior of the hands. We
categorize four Eps:
• Lateral Motion for Smooth Object (LMSO)
• Lateral Motion for Granular Object (LMGO)
• Pressure for Soft Object (PSO)
• Pressure for Hard Object (PHO)
The outline of the paper continues as follows. The
proposed 3D hands segmentation is presented in section 2.
Section 3 explains the global features used for shape

descriptors. Then, in Section 4, we describe in detail our
categorization and recognition approaches. Section 5
describes the experimental results while Section 6 present
concluding remarks.
II. HAND GESTURE EXTRACTION
The hand gestures are captured by a cheap web camera
and a standard Intel Pentium based personal computer. The
skin color-based segmentation has been applied. When initial
color images are input, the first step is to convert RGB to
both the HSV and the YUV color systems. Because the H
and UV values of human skin color are in the invariant
ranges, the probability distribution image is discerned using
predefined rules obtained from data-mining techniques [7,8].
Pre-processing and morphological operations are used to
remove the noise. Then the mask of a region of interest
(ROI) composed of hand regions are extracted, and the

similarity “distance” between each pixel and its neighbors.
There are two additional terminal nodes: an “object”
terminal (a SOURCE) and a “background” terminal (a
SINK) (cf. fig.2). These two terminal nodes don’t
correspond to any pixel in the image but instead they
represent the object and the background respectively, The
source is connected by edges to all nodes identified as object
seeds and the sink is connected to all background seeds.
Edges are formed between the source and sink and all other
non-terminal nodes, where the corresponding weights are
determined using models for the object and background. The
min-cut of the resulting graph will then be the segmentation
of the image. This segmentation should then be a partition
such that, similar pixels close to each other will belong to the
same partition. In addition, as a result of the terminal
weights, pixels should also be segmented in such a manner
so they end up in the same partition as the terminal node
corresponding to the model (object or background) they are
most similar to.

Fig. 1. Extraction of two hands sequences by skin-color model

background is eliminated (cf. fig1).
We wish to partition hand video into three parts “left, right
hand and the background”. To segment the ROI (two hands)
to both parts (left and right hands), and track each hand in
each successive frame, we use an approach based on graphcut technique. Motion-based estimation defines regions of
foreground, background and boundary blocks. An automatic
segmentation is realized by obtaining prior knowledge from
foreground and background blocks. The result also can be
improved by user adjustment.
Then, the segmentation problem is formulated as an
energy minimization problem which is settled by using graph
cut algorithm, according to the user-imposed constrains. As a
pioneer work of object segmentation using a graph cut, the
user-interactive segmentation technique was proposed by
Boykov and Jolly [9]. They assumed that a given user
imposes certain hard constraints for segmentation by
indicating certain pixels (seeds) that belong to the object and
certain pixels that belong to the background. The main
contribution of our approach is that the object and
background seeds(regions) are estimated in every frame of
sequences without user interaction.
Basically each pixel in the image is viewed as a node in a
graph, edges are formed between nodes with weights denotes
how alike two pixels are, given some measure of similarity,
as well as the distance between them. The edges for each
pixel can be formed between the pixel with all the other
pixels, In attempt to reduce the number of edges in the graph,
we will predetermined neighborhood N that describes the
neighbors of each pixel and we will be interested in the

Fig.2. Example segmentation of a very simple 3-by-3 image.
Edge thickness corresponds to the associated edge weight.
(Image courtesy of Yuri Boykov.)

Given an image, we try to find the labeling X that
minimizes the energy E:

E(X)=λ∑ Dp(xp )+ ∑ pq Bpqδ (xp ,xq ) p, q ∈ E
p∈P

In the above equation, coefficient λ specifies the relative
importance of the data term D(.) and the smoothness term
B (.).
X :=(x1,x2....x p...x P ) is a binary vector whose
component xp specifies labels to pixels p. Each xp value can
be either 1 or 0 where 1 represents an object and 0
represents a background area. The vector X defines a
segmentation.
δ(xp,xq ) denotes the delta function defined by 1 if xp ≠ xq ,
and 0 otherwise. The Bpq are defined by:

 I p −I q 2 

Bpq =K.exp −

σ2 


I p and I q are intensities/colors at pixels p and q. K is a
constant. The data term Dp measures how well label xp fits
pixel p given the observed data. We modeled the object and

P(./" Object" )≡P(·/ 1).
P(./" Background" )≡P(·/ 0) using Gaussian

background color likelihoods of
and

mixtures in the RGB color space, using the data taken from
the previous frame according to the labels given by the
output of the segmentation process.
In every frame, our object and background estimation
processes determine O and B which are the sets of pixels
belonging to the estimated object and background regions
respectively.
We compute the edge weights between pixels as the
following. The edge weight between pixels p and q will
denoted as W(p,q) and the terminal weights (source and
sink) between pixel p are given by:

W(p,S)=−λln(P(I p /" Background" ).
W(p,T)=−λln(P(I p /" object" ).
W ( p, q) = B pq .
W(p,q) contains the inter-pixel similarity, that ensures
that the segmentation more coherent. W(p,S) and W(p,T)
describe how likely a pixel is to being background and
foreground respectively.
In a video we construct a 3D graph that obtained from a
series of images that describes the video. Each node from the
graph is connected to 26 (Pixels) neighbors, that means it has
a 26 edges with weights calculated as described in the 2D
graph.
We applied the same ideas as above with slightly changes
in 3D.

if(D(x,y,t)=1
Hτ (x,y,t)=τ
otherwise
max(0,H(x,y,t −1)−1)
where Hτ is Motion History Image and D is the binary
difference between successively images. x,y and t are pixels
coordinates. τ is a threshold for extraction moving patterns
in video image sequence. Thus, MHI is a scalar-valued
image where more recently moving pixels are brighter. We
extend the MHI filter by giving the pixel a value equal to
how many times it is white in the video (it belongs to the
object), except pixels that had never changed.
B. 3D-Geometrical moments
In general terms, shape descriptors are a set of numbers
that are found to describe a shape in compact form. A shape
descriptor should ideally be a simplification of its
representative region but still hold enough information so
that different shapes are discriminated. Usually it either
describes the shape boundary or the image region. In our
approach we use the features based region description.
Moments are a measure of the spatial distribution of ‘mass’

Fig.4. Some results of MHID filter.

the shape of an object. Objects in a binary image are
represented as a set of white pixels (in 2D) and voxels (in
3D), videos are a 2D +t (time) images, so we can represent it
as a 3D image with Depth equal to t.
A set of 14 moments derived by HU gives information
about region-based shape descriptor that are rotation, scaling
and translation invariant in a 3D dimensions.
Let (x,y,t) be a binary video, that means its voxels values
equal to 1 for the voxels belonging to the object (hand) and
zero for the background. We can define the moment as:
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Fig.3. Left-Hands respectively Right-Hands extraction by graph
cut approach

III. GLOBAL FEATURES
A. Motion History Image Density
Motion History Image Density uses the same technique as
MHI [10] with one change that it takes into account how
many times the pixel is belonging to the object in a video. It
takes a video as an input and returns 2D image which
represents the historical information about this video that
contains the projection of all the images in a video into one
image 2d.
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In discrete, the integration is changed to summation. The
3D geometrical feature descriptors are calculated from our
videos by applying the 3D geometrical moments directly on
the videos. 14 moments are extracted as a feature vector:

{

200 ,M 011 ,M 101 ,M 110 ,M 300 ,M 030 ,M 003 ,
M 3D = M
M 210 ,M 201 ,M 120 ,M 021 ,M 102 ,M 012 ,M 111

IV. CATEGORIZATION AND RECOGNITION APPROACHES
A. Categorization by Diffusion maps
Diffusion maps (DM) are based on defining the Markov
random walk on the graph of data. By performing the
random walk for a number of time steps, a measure for
proximity of the data points is obtained. Using this measure,
the so-called diffusion distance is defined. In diffusion maps
the graph of the data is constructed first.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex
set V

= {v1 ,..., v n } . In the following we assume that the

graph G is weighted, we compute the weights of the edges in
the graph using the Gaussian kernel function, leading to the
similarity matrix W of the graph G.

w ij = e

−

d ij
2σ

vertices
•

X = { x 1 , x 2 ,....., x n } ⊂ R d , t , m , ε

Construct a matrix of similarity. Let W be its weighted
adjacency matrix.

w ijε = exp(
•
•

xi− x

2
j

/ε)

Normalization by using the Laplace-Beltrami method :

~ ijε = w ijε /( d i d
w

j

)

Calculating the transition matrix:

~ ijε /(
p ij = w

n −1
~ ~
d i d j ) with d i = ∑ w ijε
i=0

Diagonalization of matrix P

Diffusion space:

the

n −1

∑

i=0

diagonal

Dii = D(vi , vi ) = d i , and

w ij

matrix

Dij = 0

D

by:

for i ≠ j

v1 ....v k of

•

Compute the first k eigenvectors

•

Normalize the eigenvectors, dividing each row by its first

vi and v j . The degree of a

vi ∈ V is defined as : d i =
define

Input: graph

2

denotes to the distance between

We

Diffusion Maps Approach

•

Where σ indicates the variance of the Gaussian and d ij

vertex

TABLE I: Categorization by Diffusion Maps

value

P.

λ0 . λi = λi / λ0

•

Y = sorting the vectors by λ1, λ2, λ3.

•

Cluster the points

( y i ) i = 1 .... n

in

Rk

with the k-

means algorithm into clusters C1 ....C k .
Output: Clusters

A1....Ak

with

{

Ai = j y j ∈ C i

}

Defining the matrix L such as:
 d i − W ii

L ij = L ( v i , v j ) =  − W ij

0

if

vi = vi

if v i and v j are adjacents
otherwise

While the Laplacian of graph G can be defined by:

ℑ = D−1/ 2 LD−1/ 2 where Dii−1 ≡ 0 if di = 0
The transition probability of vertex

vi to vertex v j in

each step is: p ij = wij / d i
This defines the transition matrix P of the chain Markov.

∀vi , ∀v j ,0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 and

∑p
j∈V

ij

= 1 , we can also

−1

write P = D W .
Now, we define our approach of categorization based
diffusion map in graph. The table 1 shows our categorization
approach.
We tried to apply the diffusion map approach on our
videos for categorizing the 3D hand gesture. We took the
features based-moments as input. As we can see, our
algorithm classify the videos with features based the 14
geometric moments with no previous knowledge into left and
right hands.
The figure 5 shows a part of our database videos after
MHID transformation.

Fig.5. Pa rt of our database videos after MHDI transformation

Figure 6 shows results with 3D geometrical moments. As
we can see, the data base now is ordered left and right. Here
the calculation was applied directly on the videos, but we
show the MHID videos as result for its simplicity for the
interpretation.

Fig.6. Categorization of left and right hands videos by Diffusion
Maps using

B. Recognition Using Neural Networks
Pattern recognition is the study of how machines can
observe the environment, learn how to distinguish patterns of
interest and make decisions about categories of the pattern.
In our approach the patterns are videos of one moving
hand, the movement of the hand gives information about
what is the gesture. So we would like to give the system the
ability to recognize the action done by the hand. Several
approaches are supposed here, the recognition part of our
approach based neural networks. Neural networks are
efficient techniques in machine learning, they learn from a
set of examples (training set) and have the ability to give an
TABLE II: Recognition Using Neural Networks

NN BASED BACK-PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
Initialize the weights in the network (often randomly)
Do
For each example x in the training set
O = neural-net-output(network, x) ; forward pass
T = teacher output for x
Calculate error (T - O) at the output units
Compute delta_wi for all weights from hidden
layer to output layer ; backward pass
Compute delta_wi for all weights from input layer
to hidden layer ; backward pass continued
Update the weights in the network
Until all examples classified correctly or stopping criterion
satisfied
Return the network

prediction answer when presenting a new data. We used in
our approach the NN based back-propagation Algorithm.
We built two neural networks based on the backpropagation algorithm. The first network returns whether the
hand in a video is left or right and the second net answers
what is the action or the gesture. We arranged our videos

(after the segmentation and separation process) into two sets,
the training and test set, training set contains 120 videos of
both hands and both actions (20 videos of Pressure for Soft
Object, 29 videos of Lateral Motion for Granular Object, 37
videos of Pressure for Hard Object and 34 videos of Lateral
Motion for Smooth Object) the test set contains 34 new
videos (7 videos of PSO, 7 videos of LMGO, 10 videos of
PHO and 10 videos of LMSO), each video we have contains
100 frames. both networks were trained using matlab neural
networks tool, using the sigmoid activation function and
Levenberg-Marquardt learning rule. The figure 7 shows our
flow processing diagram.
The network was trained successfully with the 3Dgeometrical moments as the feature descriptor of our videos
composed of all hand gestures. We used the 14 geometrical
moments as input of the two networks and we selected
manually the output of each example in the training set.
The first network contains 3 layers the first layer is the
input layer and consist of 14 nodes (the moments) the hidden

Fig.7. Flow processing diagram
layer contains 30 neurons where each neuron have a weight
matrix of 14 weights, one base and one output it uses the
sigmoid activation function finally the output layer consists
only one layer which takes as input the outputs of the hidden
layer neurons (30) and gives as output the result of which
hand is moving in the video (left or right hand).

Fig.8. Various hand videos used for training set

The network was trained successfully on the training set. It
gave 100 % right answers.
We presented the new examples which are in the test set
(34 videos “16 Left and 16 Right”); it recognized well the
hands in these videos, 97% right answers.
The second network, which is more important for us,
recognizes the action done by the hands. This network also
contains 3 layers the first layer is the input layer and consists
of 14 nodes (the moments) the hidden layer contains 30
neurons where each neuron have a weight matrix of 14

weights, one base and one output it uses the sigmoid
activation function finally the output layer consists of two
neurons which take as input the outputs of the hidden layer
neurons (30) and gives as output the result of what is the
gesture or the action done by the moving hand in a video.
Here we represent the output values as function in the
following transformation:
1
-1
1
-1

1
1
-1
-1

PSO
LMGO
PHO
LMSO

Example:
Input video

features

ANN

Output

0.439233
-0.0554236
-0.143021
-0.668137
1.32221e-05
-0.00154504
0.000157242
0.000612796
-0.000125942
-0.00154664
0.00109113
-0.0003755
-0.000164941
0.000227694

Result
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